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with the theoretical anticipations of the CTI condition. Finally, in Section 4, preliminary 
propagation envelopes are suggested that are applicable to ferrocyanide and organic-bearing 
waste, and include the effect of moisture. 

The suggested lower bound theoretical fuel concentration value (xf) for Na,NiFe(CN), based 
upon satisfying the CTI condition is 

xf > 0.10 + 0.47 % ; a s 0.2 
where x, is the moisture weight fraction. In the absence of free moisture, xf = 0.10 as 
compared to the measured value of approximately 0.15 required for sustained combustion at 
ambient waste temperature. 

Since total organic carbon (TOC) values are commonly measured for tank waste and are 
available for many tanks, the envelope for the organic bearing waste is also discussed in 
terms of TOC content. The early selection of sodium acetate as a safe surrogate material 
(Babad and Turner 1993) is confirmed by the extensive additional surrogate data summarized 
in Section 3 and further discussed in Section 4. As such, using the relevant data for this 
system and satisfying the CTI condition, the suggested lower bound theoretical TOC 
envelope is 

% TOC 5 4.5 + 17 5 ; x$ s 0.2 

In the absence of free moisture, the TOC value is 4.5 wt% as compared to the lowest 
measured value of about 6 wt% required for sustained combustion at ambient temperature for 
the non-volatile salt organic complexants tested to date including Na3HEDTA. While their 
theoretical heat of reaction values are higher, the volatile organic substances, including their 
salts such as sodium and aluminum DBPs, were found not to exhibit propagating 
characteristics. The proposed safety criteria mequality (1-2)] represents a safety margin of 
at least 30%, which is well in excess of measurement uncertainties (< 5%). 

Consistent with the above observations, the following lower bound theoretical chemical 
energy release (AHA envelope is suggested 

AJ3& (MJ/kg) > 1.2 + 4.5 (1-3) 

In the absence of free moisture, the threshold value is about 1200 J/gm (- 290 cal/gm) as 
compared to the value of 1600 J/gm (-380 callgm) derived from the measured combustion 
threshold temperature of approximately 800 "C. Again the margin of safety is about 30%. 

Finally, both theoretical and experimental considerations show that the presence of about 
20 wt% moisture is sufficient to eliminate the potential for sustained combustion altogether, 
including stoichiometric fuel-oxidizer mixtures. As such, since typical ferrocyanide-bearing 
sludge has been shown to be inherently capable of retaining moisture in excess of 20 wt%, 

1-2 
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2.0 CHEMICAL REACTION TYPES AND THEORETICAL REQurrzEMENTS 
INCLUDING MOISTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

In terms of a chemical safety vulnerability assessment, it is essential to differentiate between 
so-called homogeneous thermal runaway reactions and propagating reactions. These are 
discussed below, including specific minimum requirements for such reactions and the 
important role of moisture in preventing propagating reactions. 

2.1 THERMAL RUNAWAY 

This type of reaction is generally a bulk phenomenon and the reaction rates normally have an 
Arrlienius type dependence on temperature (such as doubling for every 10 "C temperature 
rise). The potential for runaway is generally assessed by comparing adiabatic runaway and 
characteristic cooling response times to the storage or exposure time. 

If the following inequality is satisfied: 

where t. is the characteristic time of adiabatic runaway and f is the storage time, the 
situation can immediately be judged to be safe, Le., a thermal runaway reaction cannot take 
place. Unfortunately, since the value o f f  is not known for the materials in the Hanford 
waste tanks and t, is very large (tens of years), Inequality (2-1) is of little use. 

However, thermal runaway can also be ruled out if the following inequality is satisfied 

f ' tc 

where to is the characteristic passive cooling response time of the system. In case of the 
waste tanks, t, can be estimated from 

L2 t, = - 
a 

(2-3) 

where L can be set equal to the total nonconvective waste height in the tank and a is the 
thermal diffusivity of the waste material. The values of t .  for the Hanford waste tanks are 
generally less than a year (small compared with the time that has already elapsed without 
runaway having occurred), providing proof that Inequality (2-2) is indeed satisfied at the 
present time. This conclusion can be made withour requiring a knowledge of ta or the actual 
chemical composition and water content. For the passively cooled tanks' (decay and 

we note that a Kyshtym type explosion (Fisher 1990) can be ruled out for passively cooled waste tanks. 

2-1 
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2 [Tis c + xw I t ]  

"HR 
Xf > 

(2-13) 

(2-14) 

(2-15) 

with little loss of accuracy. The claim of lower bound values is still well justified by 
comparisons to experimental data provided in Section 3.0. 

Finally, it can be noted that the above Inequalities become non-physical for values of x, 
greater than about 0.2 since the liquid phase now becomes the continuous phase as illustrated 
below. For such conditions the contact temperature Ti will not exceed the boiling point of 
the salt solution (- 120 "C) which is well below Ti, values of interest (-250 "C). 

Considering that randomly packed spheres occupy about 60 volume % , liquid volume 
fractions in excess of 40% imply that the particles need not be in contact, Le., the liquid 
phase is continuous. In estimating the moisture concentration that will result in the liquid 
being the continuous phase, it is important to also consider that the interstitial liquid contains 
dissolved salts; this has the effect of adding additional solution volume. As such, the liquid 
fraction, q, can be estimated from 

a, = 

(2-16) 

where pw is the water density, p, is the density of the soluble salt, pi. is the density of 
insoluble material, and x, is the weight fraction of soluble salts. Using the following 
property values of pw = 1 g/cm3, p. = pi. = 2.2 g/cm3 and setting x, = 0.2 and x, = 0.1 
(this is about half the solubility value of NaNQ/NaN02 in water at typical waste 
temperatures), at = 0.435 > 0.4 is obtained, suggesting that for a moisture concentration of 
approximately 20 wt%, the interstitial liquid solution is the continuous phase. Note that for 
a saturated interstitial liquid solution (x, 
implies that the sludge or salt cake liquid phase is continuous. 

The results of ongoing experiments to study the propagation of combustion waves through 
dry and wet synthetic ferrocyanidelsalt and organic surrogatdsalt powders are summarized in 

0.2), the value of af is 0.52 which clearly 
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Section 3. The occurrences of ignition accompanied by self-propagating reactions are found 
to be consistent with the theoretical anticipation of the CTI condition [e.g. Inequality (2-8)]. 

2-6 
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Figure 3-2. Transition From a Homogeneous Runaway Reaction 
to a Self-propagating Reaction Occumng at About 300 "C. 
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3.2 COMBUSTION TEMPERATURE 

Dedicated tube propagation tests are being carried out that provide measurements of reaction 
or combustion temperatures in connection with sustained propagation through cold waste 
surrogate material. In these tests (see Figure 3 4 ,  a confined low heat capacity stainless 
steel cylinder containing simulated waste (50-70 gm) is ignited at the open upper end and the 
rate of propagation (if any) is measured by noting the time when the reaction front passes 
imbedded thermocouples. The ignition energy is about 20 watts and the igniter is left on 
until sustained propagation is observed (- 15-20 seconds). In case of no propagation, the 
igniter is usually left on for at least 1 minute. A heavy 4-liter steel containment vessel and 
various instrumentation and data acquisition equipment, are not shown, in Figure 3-4. These 
data also provide the necessary fuel concentration to sustain propagating reactions, namely 
the lower propagation limit (LPL) in absence of free water, and the moisture content that will 
inhibit propagations including stoichiometric fuel-oxidizer mixtures at ambient waste 
temperature. 

An example of the relevant temperature data for a successful propagation test is illustrated in 
Figure 3-5. The sample included about 35 wt% sodium acetate (dry basis) and 15% 
moisture (wet basi~)~. Another example is illustrated in Figure 3-6; this sample included 
about 35 wt% Na,NiFe(CN), (dry basis) and 15 wt% moisture (wet basis). 

Measured LPL values and corresponding combustion temperatures in the absence of free 
moisture are listed in Table 3-1. It i s  of particular interest to note that while the ignition 
temperature Tk appears to decrease with increasing molecular weight (Table 3-1), the 
measured combustion temperature corresponding to measured LPL values appears to remain 
constant at about SO0 "C. For temperatures below this value, which also is the approximate 
low temperature limit of most hydrocarbon flames (Beitel 1976a), sustained combustion is 
not possible. Using the theoretical values for heat of reaction (Burger 1993) the measured 
LPL fuel concentration values suggest an approximate chemical energy release threshold for 
sustained combustion of approximately 1600 J/gm (380 callgm). 

The effect of moisture on propagation is illustrated in Table 3-2, including both successful 
and unsuccessful propagation events. In aU cases of sustained propagation, the measured 
combustion temperatures exceed the lower bound values required by the CTI condition 
[Inequality (2-1311. The effect of moisture is further illustrated in Figure 3-7 where the 
ingnition temperature unequality (2-14)J for sodium acetate Cr, = 300 "C and e = xLeL 
AEl,/T,, = 0.205 * 7.9 * 106/800 = 2000 J kg-' IC') is compared to the experimental 
observations (measured fuel concentration times the theoretical heat of reaction). The 
sodium acetate surrogate is seen to provide a safe but not overly conservative envelope of the 
data. Especially noteworthy and also consistent with Equation (2-16) and the related 
discussion is the absence of sustained combustion for moisture a concentration of 20 wt% 

%e moisture in this case may actually be bound rather than free water, as NaAc*3H20 is horn  to be 
stable below about 150OC. 
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Figure 3-5. Illustration of Combustion Temperatures for a 
28 wt% NaAc (dry basis) with 15% Moisture (wet basis). 
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Figure 3-7. Comparison Between Surrogate Data (Measured Fuel Concentration Times 
Theoretical Heat of Reaction) Including the Effect of Moisture and 

Inequality (2-14) Evaluated for Sodium Acetate. 
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Note that the moisture content in case of sodium acetate may actually be bound rather 
than free water, as NaAc*3H20 is known to be stable below 150 OC. 
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Figure 4-1. Propagation Envelope for Ferrocyanide and Comparison with Flow Sheet 
Materials and the Most Energetic Samples from C-109 and C-112. 
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Again, a moisture concentration greater than 20 wt% will prevent combustion for all 
fuel-oxidizer concentrations. However, in contrast to the noted sludge behavior, moisture 
levels well below 20 wt% may be possible with salt cakes as a result of draining. As such, 
it is important to note that the non-volatile sodium salt organic complexants of concern 
appear to be highly soluble (Bamey 1994) implying that drained salt cakes are therefore also 
largely lacking such fuels - the exception being the possibility of sodium oxalate (NazCzO,). 

Since sodium oxalate is largely insoluble in the supernate solution, it could be present in the 
salt cake in the form of solids. In the absence of other organic compounds, the worst case 
scenario would be a stoichiometric condition (1 M NazCz04 and 0.4 M NaNO,). However, 
based upon our experiments such a condition would not sustain a propagation even in the 
complete absence of water. The theoretical energy release value for the stoichiometric 
mixture is 230 cal/gm (Burger 1993), which is well below the suggested energy threshold 
value of 380 cal/gm for sustained combustion as well as the recommended lower bound value 
of 290 callgm (see Table 4-1). 

On the other hand, our measured solubilities of sodium citrate and NaHEDTA in initially 
saturated salt solutions listed in Table 4-2 are considerably larger than the highest measured 
TOC content in the Hanford supernatants of about 40 gmlliter (see Figure 7 of Barney 1994). 
It therefore seems reasonable to assume that no solid precipitates exist of these salts given 
that the initial interstitial supernate has not been dried out. However, assuming water 
removal by evaporation and filling up the porosity space (-40%) with completely dried-out 
supernate would clearly represent a rather extreme case. Assuming no other solid 
precipitates such as sodium oxalate, this translates' to a salt cake TOC value of about 2 wt%. 
As indicated in Table 4-2, this value is well below the required TOC content for propagation 
for these salts and is also well below the proposed safety criteria value of 4.5% TOC. 

Table 4-2. Measured Solubilities of Organic Complexants, 
TOC Measurements and Requirements for Propagation 

Highest Supernate Worst Case Required for 
Organic Salt TOC Measurement Salt Cake Propagation 

Na Oxalate -0 (0) -40 (5) Stoichiometric Not Possible' 
Na Citrate -52.4 (7) -40 (5) -2 -8 
NaHEDTA -66 (8.3) -40 (5) -2 -6.0 

Solubility 
gmlliter gm/liter % TOC % TOC 

Notes: Wt% dry basis reported in parentheses 
'0.96 MJkg (maximum energy release) < 1.6 MJkg (required for propagation). 

4-5 
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Finally, the information summarized in Table 4-2 can be used to construct the worst case 
scenario by considering a completely dried-out salt cake consisting of 2 wt% soluble TOC 
and the remaining part a stoichiometric mixture of sodium oxalate and NaN03 (Column 4 in 
Table 4-2). This results in total available energy releases of approximately 1.2 and 1.3 
MJ/kg of dry salt cake for sodium citrate and NaHEDTA, respectively, which are all less 
than the required value of about 1.6 MJlkg for sustained combustion. It should be noted that 
the concentration of sodium oxalate in these cases are about 67 and 65 wt% for sodium 
citrate and NaHEDTA, respectively. Clearly such concentrations of sodium oxalate in the 
salt cakes would not appear to be credible. 

In summary, given the solubilities of the various organic compounds discussed above, .it 
would appear impossible to construct a credible completely dried-out salt cake scenario that 
would support combustion given a sufficient ignition source. 

4.3 GENERALIZED SAFETY CRITERTA 

Based on the CTI condition Dnequality (2-14)] and using the relevant data for sodium acetate 
as discussed in Section 3.0, the following theoretical safe energy threshold envelope is 
suggested 

A% > 1.2 + 4.5 x,,, ; z 0.2 (4-3) 

where the units of A& is MJlkg of reactant mixture. Inequality (4-3) is compared to the 
experimental data in Figure 3-7. It follows that any exothermic activities must exceed 
endothermic activities such as water evaporation by an amount at least equal'to 1200 J/gm 
(-290 d g m )  actual waste mixture. 

Finally, we note that the CTI condition rules out propagation independent of fuel type and 
concentration when the moisture value in the sludge or salt cake exceeds a value of about 
20%. Moisture values in excess of 20% result in the waterhitrate solution becoming the 
continuous phase (volume fraction > 0.4) implying that the contact temperature cannot 
exceed the boiling temperature (- 130 "C), which is well below the ignition temperature of 
about 250 "C. This observation is consistent with the experimental data (see Table 3-2). 

An estimate of the lower bound moisture content in organic containing salt cakes can be 
related to the relative humidity in the tank head space. For relative humidity values below 
75%, our laboratory experiments show that the moisture level can be related to the amount 
of NaOH present. Above 75%, the equilibrium moisture can be related to NaN03/NaNOp 
Equilibrium values are provided in Figure 4-3. 

As such, consider a Hanford site seasonal average relative humidity of 55%; the presence of 
about 7 wt% NaOH would result in an equilibrium moisture value of about 20%. It is also 
noted that a tank head space relative humidity in excess of 75% would assure an equilibrium 
moisture level at least equal to the wt% (NaN03/NaNO;) present in the waste. Such a 
moisture level would again rule out self-propagation for all fuel-oxidizer combinations. 

4-6 
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Figure- 4-3. Relationship Between Water-NaOH and Water-NaN03 
Equilibrium Solutions and Relative Humidities. 
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5.0 NOMENCLATURE 

integration constant 

integration constant 

integration constant 

specific heat 

effective specific heat of reacting mixture and its products 

integration constant 

thermal conductivity of waste material 

nonconvective waste height 

node identification number 

outermost node 

constant and known step function chemical heating rate 

chemical volumetric heating rate 

power density in hot spot 

radial coordinate measured from center of hot spot 

radius of hot spot 

the outer radial boundary of the spatial domain for numerical calculation 

time 

characteristic adiabatic runaway time 

characteristic cooling time of waste tank 

time to adiabatically consume fuel in reacting waste material 

waste storage time 
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Subscripts 

f 

in 

m 

r 

S 

W 

fuel 

insoluble material 

node number 

reacted material 

soluble salt 

unreacted material 

unreacted moist material 

pertains to water 
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APPENDIX A 
CTI CRITERION FOR A DRY REACTIVE POWDER 

Consider a highly exothermic material that occupies the infinite space -03 < x < 03 . 
Suppose that somehow the temperature within the region x < 0 is raised uniformly to the 
material's ignition temperature Tip, and as a result, the temperature within this region jumps 
essentially instantaneously to the adiabatic combustion temperature T.* and all the reactants 
are consumed. The situation is illustrated in Figure A-1. The plane x = 0 now becomes a 
"contact plane" that separates the reacted region (x < 0) from the unreacted region (x > 0). 
If the combustion process in region x < 0 is not capable of raising the temperature Ti of the 
contact plane from the initial temperature To to the ignition temperature Tk (see Figure A-l),  
the combustion process will not spread beyond x < 0. 

The conduction problem that arises immediately following the combustion event within the 
domain x < 0 resembles the classical thermal contact problem that results from suddenly 
bringing together two semi-inffite slabs with different initial temperatures (Carslaw and 
Jaeger 1959). Specifically, the unreacted region x > 0 is one semi-infinite slab with thermal 
conductivity IC, thermal diffusivity a,, and initial temperature To; while the reacted region x 
< 0 is the other semi-infinite slab with thermal conductivity %, thermal diffusivity ar and 
initial temperature T.,,. The boundary conditions at the plane of separation x = 0 are 

where the temperature in the unreacted region is denoted by x > 0 by T,(x,t), and by T,(x,t) 
for the reacted region x < 0. Of course, the temperature profile in each of the two regions 
obeys a partial differential equation of the form 

8.T- 1 ar - - - -  
&2 a at 

and are subject to the following conditions as 1x1 goes to infinity: 

64-31 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

A-3 
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Figure A-I. Temperature Profile Some Time After Combustion Event in 
Domain x < 0. Temperature Ti at "Contact" Plane x = 0 Falls Below Tk. 
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The quantity a is the thermal diffusivity of the unreacted or reacted region (see below). As 
is usual in the solution of heat-conduction problems in semi-infinite regions, solutions are 
sought in the form of error functions: 

T,(x,t) = To + Aerfc X (A-6) 

(A-7) 

where A and B are constants to be determined by imposing the boundary conditions. These 
functional forms already satisfy the differential equations of heat conduction [Equation (A-3)] 
and the boundary conditions [Equations (A-4) and (A-31. 

The symbols a, and a, in Equations (A-6) and (A-7) stand for the thermal diffusivity of the 
unreacted and reacted powder, respectively. If the heat capacity and mass of vapor or gas 
(void) present in the interstities of the solid component of the waste is ignored, we have 

and 

(A-8) 

where pu and pr are the densities of the unreacted and reacted solid materials, respectively, c, 
and c, are the specific heats of the unreacted and reacted solid, respectively, and and E ,  are 
the fractions of the total volume (solid + void) occupied by the solid unreacted and reacted 
materials, respectively. 

Substitution of the functions defined by Equations (A-6) and (A-7) in Equation (A-I) and 
(A-2). leads to two algebraic equations for the unknown constants A and B; namely, 

To + A = Td + B 

(A-10) 

(A-1 1) 

A-5 
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Solving these equations for A and B and substituting the results into Equation (A-6) and 
(A-7) gives the desired temperature profiles 

X ~ r ,  - TJ e d c [  ] 1 T&t) = To + - 
l + u  2(a,t) '12 

(A-12) 

where 

(A-13) 

(A-14) 

Evaluating Equations (A-12) or (A-13) at x = 0 yields the temperature Ti at the plane of 
separation of the reacted and unreacted regions, which is 

Ti - To - 1 -- 
T,,,-T,, I + U  

(A-15) 

The temperature at x = 0 reaches this value instantaneously, that is, as soon as the two 
regions contact one another. The quantity Ti is referred to here as the contact temperature, 
If the physical properties are the same for both regions 06 = &, CU, = uJ, the contact 
temperature is simply the arithmetic mean of the adiabatic combustion temperature and the 
initial temperature, Ti = Cr, + T32. 
Armed with Equation (A-15), the problem can now be approached of predicting the onset of 
igiition or, equivalently, the existence of self-propagating reaction fronts from the 
reaction-free state. If thermal conditions for the reactive material are such that 
Equation (A-15) predicts a contact temperature Ti that is below the ignition temperature Tip 
then ignition or reaction propagation is thermally impossible. This situation is illustrated in 
Figure A-I. Thus, a necessary condition for propagation reactions in dried reactive material 
is Ti 2 Tk, or from Equation (A-15), 

Tad - To Tk 5 To + 
I + U  

An alternative way of expre ing this condition for a given Tk is th: the adiabatic 
combustion temperature must be high enough to satisfy the inequality 

T, 2 (1 + o)(Tk - TO, + To 

(A-16) 

(A-17) 

A-6 
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APPENDIX B 

CTI CRITERION FOR A MOIST REACTIVE POWDER 
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(B-18) 

In the above equation x, is the water mass fraction (water mass divided by total mass); it is 
related to the water volume fraction % in the unreacted zone by the expression 

Pf ew 

p, Q + Pf “w 
% =  

From the contact-temperahre criterion Ti 2 Tip, the following approximate, necessary 
condition for reaction propagation in the presence of moisture is obtained: 

(B-19) 

The above approximate solution is compared to the detailed numerical solutions in 
Appendix D and results in good agreement for moisture levels of interest (x, < 0.2). 
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multiplied by the chemical heating rate equals the energy required to chemically and 
adiabatically heat the &y reactive medium from its initial temperature To to its adiabatic 
temperature T,d. Thus, 

Equation (C-3) may be regarded as our definition of the adiabatic combustion temperature for 
highly exothermic mixtures. 

When the fuel concentration falls below a threshold value which corresponds to an adiabatic 
combustion temperature of about 800 “C, a reaction regime transition from step function 
kinetics muation (C-2)] to Arrhenius behavior takes place (Fauske 1992). The following 
zero-order kinetic law appears to be appropriate for this regime (Fauske 1992 or Epstein and 
Fauske 1993): 

0 ; T, Tig 

8.6 x lo6 pUcu~,, exp ( - - E) ; T, z Ti, 

where pucueu is in units of J rnS3 s-’ and T is in degrees Kelvin. In each node, the fuel 
fraction 4m obeys the equation 

and the chemical heat source is turned off at the instant 4, is reduced to zero. 

Equation (C-1) is solved when the temperature of node m is less than the boiling point of 
water (T, < Tbd). When the boiling point of water is achieved, the temperature of the node 
is held constant at T, = Tbp, and the rate at which water is evaporated is determined by the 
energy balance 

where e,.,* is the instantaneous volume fraction of water in node m. When the evaporation 
process i s  complete, as denoted by the condition E , ,  = 0, the final stage of the node’s 
self-heat process is calculated using Equation (C-1) where eW,, = 0. 
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While the reactive medium is regarded as infinite, there is a physical limit to the number of 
nodes that can be used to represent the region. In all numerical simulations, the outermost 
node N was always sufficiently far from the center of the hot spot so that it remained 
unaffected by the thermal effects of the approaching evapomtion or combustion fronts before 
the calculation was terminated. The initial conditions'for Equations (C-1), (C-5) and (C-6) 
are 

T, = To , - cv,m - Q at t = 0 (C-7) 

where ew is the initial moisture volume fraction in the unreacted wet material. The wet 
material's moisture content is normally expressed in terms of mass fraction x, rather than 
volume fraction ew [see Equation @-19)]. 

In order to ensure an accurate numerical solution, the node size 6 must be smaller than the 
thickness 6, of a combustion wave. The combustion wave thickness can now be represented 
by the expression 6, = orJu,, where u, is the velocity of the combustion wave. Since ~ l ,  I 

m2 s-l and u. -- lo3 m s-' for highly exothermic mixtures, the node size should be less 
than 6, -- 10' m. The node thickness in all the calculations for highly exothermic mixtures 
(Tad > 800 "C) did not exceed 5 x lo5 m. As shown in Appendix D, the Arrhenius reaction 
given by Equation (C-4) can "break away" from large hot spots and spread through the 
surrounding waste. The reaction spreading velocity u, is approximately IOa m s-', and 
accordingly, the node size used was less than the approximate combustion wave thickness (6, 
J IO5 m) when T.d C 800 "C. The numerical approach employed here i s  not a pure 
numerical analysis in that the time derivatives in the system of N equations were not 
replaced, as represented in Equations (C-1) and (C-6) by differences. Instead, the system of 
ordinary differential equations was solved by an available subroutine. Specifically, numerical 
integration in the time "direction" was performed using a forward integration procedure 
based on the Gear (1971) method (see also Hindmarsh 1972). 
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APPENDIX D 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND COMPARISON WITH 
CTI CRI"J3RION FOR REACTION PROPAGATION 
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Table D-1 . Parameter Values Used in the Numerical Reaction Wave Simulations 

Thermal Conductivity of Reactive Medium 
Density of Reactive Medium 
Specific Heat of Reactive Medium 
Density of Water 
Specific Heat of Water 

Volume Fraction of Dry Reactive Medium 
Ignition Temperature of Reactive Medium 
Initial Temperature of Reactive Medium 
Boiling Point of Water 
Heat of Evaporation of Water 
Step Function Chemical Heating Rate 

- 
k = Iz, = k, = k,, 
p. = pr = 2.3 x 10) kg m 3  
c, = c, = 1.83 x IO' J kg-' K-' 
p., = lo3 kg m-3 
c, = 4.2 x IO'J kg" K-' 
E, = E,  I: 0.3 
Tis = 260 "C (533 K) 

To = 47 "C (320 K) 

= 0.2 W K" 

Tbp = 100 "C (373 K) 
A = 2.2 x IO6 J kg" 
q = 1.52 x IO9 J mS3 

Equations (B-14) and (B-17, together with the ignition temperature value Tk. = 260 "C, 
were used to construct the T.& - x, locus for incipient reaction zone propagauon, with the 
results shown by the continuous curve in Figure D-1. The approximate closed form CTI 
criterion, Equation (B-20), is also shown in Figure D-1 as the dotted line for moisture levels 
of practical interest (see below), and it is in excellent agreement with the numerical results 
obtained from the more complex algebraic formulation given by Equations (B-14) and 
(B-17). According to the contact-temperature criterion, self-sustained reaction wave 
propagation is possible only for Td, x, points that lie above these curves. This predicted 
boundary for reaction propagation was then tested by performing numerical reaction wave 
calculations for several T.*, x, points. Step function reaction kinetics, represented by 
Equation (C-2), was employed when T.,, 2 800 "C, whereas Arrhenius kinetics, 
Equation (C-4) was used when T,,, < 800 "C. Three different hot spot diameters (2RHs) 
were chosen: 2, 10, and 100 mm. The corresponding hot spot power densities Q were log, 
4 x IO6, and 4 x 104 W m3. In the absence of chemical heating, these power densities are 
capable of gradually raising the temperature of the center of the hot spot to about 300" C, 
which is roughly 40 "C above the ignition temperature. 

Figure D-2 displays the temperature profile-time history for x, = 0.3 and T,, = 1005 "C. 
The hot spot power density is Q = IO8 W m3 and the hot spot radius RHs = 1.0 mm. The 
combination x, = 0.3 and T,,, = 1005 "C, when plotted in Figure D-1, lies well above the 
CTI criterion curve in Figure D-1 and indeed, as can be seen from Figure D-2, the 
exothermic reaction generates enough heat to be self-sustaining in both the dry and wet 
regions of the reactive medium. Figure 0-3 shows different behavior by retaining the 
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Figure D-1. Adiabatic Combustion Temperature Versus Water Mass 
Fraction Curve Separating the Reaction Extinction Region From 
the Reaction Propagation Region as Determined by the Contact- 

Temperature Criterion [Equations @-14) and @-16)] and Tk = 260 "C. 
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Figure D-2. Temperature Profile History Produced by 2.0-mm Diameter Hot Spot 
Generating 10' W ma s-', Indicating Ignition and Sustained Wave 

Propagation in the Wet Region Containing 30 wt% Water. 
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Figure D-3. Temperature Profile History Produced by 2.0-mm Diameter 
Hot Spot Generating 10' W m-3 s-', Indicating Ignition and Reaction 

Wave Extinction in the Wet Region Containing 30 wt% Water. 
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Moisture Content x, = 0.3, but decreasing the adiabatic combustion temperature from Tad = 
1005 "C to IO00 "C. The x,, Td combination still lies well above the reaction propagation 
boundary of Figure D-I. In this case, however, a permanent extinction process occurs once 
the wave reaches the wet zone, indicating that the contact-temperature criterion for reaction 
propagation is a rather conservative criterion for this case. Additional reaction-wave 
calculations were performed for x, values in the range 0-0.4 and the results are summarized 
in Figure D-I. The dark circles in Figure D-1 refer to a sustained propagating reaction 
regime and the open circles indicate extinction. The numbers next to the numerical data 
points in Figure D-1 convey the diameter of the hot spot in millimeters. Note that in the 
Arrhenius reaction regime p a , ,  < 800 "C) only the 100-mm diameter hot spot can initiate a 
spreading reaction zone, whereas small hot spots can produce reaction waves in highly 
exothermic waste 2 800 "C). 

It cai~ be seen from Figure D-1 that the CTI criterion represents the lower boundary of the 
propagating reaction regime for all but one of the cases investigated. The criterion fails 
when the hot spot size is 100 mm in diameter and the moisture concentration is below 5 wt 
%. Our concern about this violation of the CTI criterion is tempered by the knowledge that 
in low-moisture-content waste (i.e., unsaturated waste) there is no convective mechanism for 
concentrating the radionuclides in a hot spot6. Thus, the spreading reaction associated with 
the numerical data point x, = 0, TBd = 450 "C in Figure D-1 can only be achieved by the 
application of a dedicated heat source (igniter) which gradually heats a 100 mm diameter 
region of dry waste from its initial temperature of 47 "C to its ignition temperature of 
260 "C. Because of heat leakage into the surrounding waste, it takes the assigned power 
density of Q = 4 x 104 W mm3 about 1.2 x 10s sec to accomplish this temperature rise. The 
corresponding required igniter energy is a rather incredible 2.5 MJ. One may argue that less 
energy would be required if the applied heat flux generated by the igniter were large enough 
to rapidly heat the waste region to its ignition temperature without incurring significant heat 
loss to the surroundings. Recall, however, that the CTI criterion is based on a rapid 
waste-heating mode and, indeed, extinction is predicted following the instantaneous heating 
of the 100-mm diameter region to its ignition temperature unless the fuel content is such that 
T,,, > 550 "C or, equivalently, unless the CTI criterion is satisfied (see diamond-shaped data 
points along x, = 0 in Figure D-1). 

One additional point relative to Figure D-1 that is worthy of discussion has to do with the 
actual morphology of moist reactive waste (powder). In the calculations summarized in 
Figure D-I, the moisture mass fraction was allowed to range between 0 and 0.5. The reason 

6Hot spots can not result in local dryout in water saturated waste because of the tenacity with which the 
sludge precipitate particles "hold" the water (Epstein et 81. 1994). 
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sample problem waste powder is 
. 

= 0.504 1 x,= 

for this is that the predicted mass fraction of water required for saturation (no voids) in the 

@-2) 

In actual precipitate waste powders, however, the saturated state .- achieved at a much 3wer 
value of x, = 0.2 due to strong electrostatic forces established between the precipitate waste 
particles and water. A large portion of the T,d - x, parameter space in Figure DL1 is, 
therefore, nonphysical. This means that even the predicted ignition conditions for x, = 0.25 
and 0.3 are not correct even though T.d > 800 "C. This is because at these moisture 
concentration levels, water completely fills the interstices of the waste powder. Much higher 
adiabatic combustion temperatures would be required to sustain reaction wave propagation 
into the wet region surrounding the hot spot. In order to treat water saturated wastes, the 
physical model presented here would have to be revised to account for the flow of interstitial 
liquid toward the reaction front through a zone of waste consolidation and through a zone of 
capillary flow just ahead of the reaction front. Preliminary theoretical work (Epstein 1995) 
suggests that the process of waste consolidation alone would result in adiabatic combustion 
temperatures required for reaction propagation that are more than a factor of two higher than 
those predicted by assuming an unsaturated reactive waste morphology. 

In summary, it may be said that the CTI criterion provides a conservative and simple means 
of predicting the conditions for reaction propagation in waste powders under ignition 
conditions of practical interest. The criterion underpredicts the adiabatic combustion 
temperature required for propagation at low moisture concentration levels (xy < 0.2) because 
of the relatively slow Arrhenius-type reaction kinetics that dominates this regime. The CTI 
criterion is very conservative and, perhaps, unnecessary at high moisture contents because of 
the tenacity with which water is held within the sludge solid precipitate structure. 
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